SOCIAL RELATIONS AND POLICY

Below is a checklist for students in the Social Relations and Policy major who began at MSU Fall 2007 or after. This sheet is meant to help students visualize how the various parts of the curriculum fit together. Transfer students who are still taking courses at other institutions should choose classes that may be applied toward MSU’s Integrative Studies requirements, MSU’s math requirement, if necessary, or Madison’s foreign language and economics requirements.

Integrative Studies:
MC 111____ MC 201____ ISP____ IAH (201-209)______
MC 112____ MC 202____ ISB____ IAH (211 or higher)______ +MATH____
Lab____

Foreign Language: ___________ ___________ Economics: 201____ or 251H____
_________ ___________ 202____ or 252H____

Field Experience: ___________________________ MC 400___________ MC 401________

Social Relations and Policy Core Program:
All of the following: Methods: SOC 281____ or MC 295_____
MC 280_____ or approved substitution
MC 281____
MC 380____
MC 498____

Students must choose a cluster in consultation with an advisor prior to enrolling in 300-level SRP courses:

Title of cluster: ______________________________

The cluster must consist of three of the following SRP selective courses:

MC 320_____ MC 325_____ MC 340_____ MC 342_____ MC 347_____ MC 348_____
MC 350_____ MC 351_____ MC 364_____ MC 368_____ MC 372_____ MC 375_____
MC 377_____ MC 378_____ MC 381_____ MC 382_____ MC 383_____ MC 384_____
MC 385_____ MC 386_____ MC 387_____ MC 388_____ MC 389_____ MC 390*_____
MC 391*____ MC 395_____ MC445_____ MC 482_____

* Must have SRP approval

Related Area:
Two-three courses (6-9 credits) in a related discipline (e.g. Anthropology, Economics, History, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology) OR approved related area (e.g. Ethnicity and Race, Gender and Women's Studies, Urban/Metropolitan Society, or U.S. Politics) beyond the introductory level (i.e., 300-400 level).

Related Discipline or Area: __________________________ Courses: __________
________________

TOTAL CREDITS TO GRADUATE: 120
IF YOU WERE REQUIRED TO TAKE MTH 1825, TOTAL CREDITS TO GRADUATE INCREASES TO 123

Minimum number of MC credits required: 51. For transfer and teacher education students: 41.
+A minimum score of 19 on MSU Placement exam or selected MTH or STT course(s).
-Teacher Education: Geography and History requirements for all majors are listed in the MC handbook under Teacher Education section.